
 
 
How to Pick the Right Kaftan for You? 
 
 
If you are buying kaftan for the first time and you are confused about how to find the right 
attire for you, you are at the right place. We will help you with effective tips to find the right 
kaftan for you. Whether it is an embroidered kaftan tunic or you want to go for a kaftan- long 
dress, you can follow the following tips to find a designer and gorgeous kaftan. Read on to 
know more- 
If you are a woman of medium size or large body shape, you can pick kaftans with bat wings or 
bell sleeves. If you are a petite woman, you can tailor the bell sleeves or go for other styles of 
sleeves so that they won’t grab the main attention. Bat wings are the perfect type of sleeves for 
small-sized women. 
 
Choose the Material 
 
Pick the material as per your body type. If you want to flaunt your beautiful curves, go for 
materials that stick to your body. If you want, otherwise, you can go for a kaftan with multiple 
layers. You can pick materials like chiffon and net and layer them with cotton to have a 
perfectly blended kaftan. 

 
 
It Must-be Well-fitted 

https://www.kaftanbuzz.com/collections/embroidered-kaftans


Wearing well-fitted apparel can make you look great. If you get conscious of your curvy figure, 
kaftans can hide those well for you. But, if you want to flaunt it, fasten a belt or sash around 
your waistline. Make sure you don’t wear a belt too tight to wear. Also, you should avoid 
wearing loosely-fitted kaftan if you have a petite body type. Oversized kaftan won’t look good 
on you. 
 
Hopefully, these tips are going to be useful if you are going to buy a kaftan for the first time. 
Choose the best types of kaftans as per your style. 
 
Establish Your Style Statement with Our Top-class Product 
Kaftan Buzz is one of the best dealers of kaftans which are made of top-quality and best 
designs. Call us whenever you want to buy a new kaftan. 
 

 

https://www.kaftanbuzz.com/

